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One of the premium blue chip companies in the field of providing tailor made effective and
innovative data solutions and IT consultation across UK, Europe and North America is Exist
Business Intelligence or exist BI.

They have a extra ordinary team of seasoned consultants and trainers who takes a lot of pains in
understanding the requirement of the customer that helps in providing effective assessment with
great accuracy, which helps in delivering world class solutions. They mainly cater to government
organizations. They not only work closely with their customers in the planning stage of a project but
also help at the time of project installation and testing

A lot of organizations have taken ExistBI's help in order to identify their business strengths, future
opportunities and comes up with a plan which helps availing those opportunities. They are very
focused in the field of data migration UK and data cleansing.

Exist conduct a business intelligence review, which helps companies who are not able to make it big
in the market by not having a concrete business intelligence strategy. They have on board a lot of
experienced professionals who have worked previously with big shot consultancy firms worldwide to
use their expertise in generating a business intelligence strategy.

They also monitor the current position of the organization with what they targeted for the future.
They give some business intelligence reviews, which help these business modules in achieving
those targets. These reviews also shed some light on the risk factor involved with a particular
project.

In IT sector, a lot of projects depend on the authenticity of data, it is very important to have an
accurate and trustworthy data available. Exist has hired people who work especially in the field of
data warehousing at various client sites which help clients who are not able to keep  a track of their
project budgets or deadlines. They help them in drafting a data migration UK policy.

These consultancies helps in providing a successful data migration strategies to be used by
organizations in decision making, cost assessment and making sure that project is running as per
the guidelines. They key data migration strategies is to use good software that will focus more on
enhancing performance efficiency within different departments and reducing cost component.

They are also focused working on data cleansing services. It is very important to keep obsolete
information at bay. This keeps the data accurate and relevant.

Exist instructors visit various organizations to conducts informatica training classes to train people in
software like informatica developer training, informatica power center training, web logic training
courses and informatica mdm training. These trainers are very reputed, experienced and competent
set of people.

The courses are drafted according to the training requirement of the client. One of the most advance
courses available is PowerCenter Training, which is available in level 1 & 2.The level 2 is for the
people who have more than six month of informatica developer level 1 training. These informatica
training can be held in office or via tale-conferencing, which makes it a very convenient option.

The informatica mdm training is a 3 day course where intensive lab practicals help students provide
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in dept knowledge of administrative tools. They also offer websphere online training courses which
can be done online. The weblogic training courses is certified by Oracle whereas the other one is
certified by IBM. If you want to get in touch with them, log on to their website www.existbi.com
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David  Jones - About Author:
Exist BI helps organizations utilize their data to make better business decisions, optimize IT
efficiency and improve. For more details about our services like data migration uk, data migration
strategies, etl tools, business intelligence strategy, business intelligence services, business
intelligence review, data strategy please visit our site www.existbi.com
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